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FU student stabbed at Lantern Point
»■; ■«'./» «■/■*• Vv'~

FBRA seeks
?
zero tolerance1
policy at beach
BY JESS MITCHELL

Mark Servidio/ The Mirror; inset photo contributed

Above: "The Undertow," the student beach residence on Lantern Point at which the stabbing took place early Sunday morning. Inset:
Tom Foran '06, who was stabbed in the chest by a Bridgeport man, is now in stable condition at Bridgeport Hospital.

Bridgeport man arrested; student in stable condition
BY KELLY SHEEHAN

A Bridgeport man was arrested on
charges of stabbing a Fairfield student
in the chest early Sunday morning at a
Lantern Point beach house.
As of March 28, 21 -year-old Tom Foran '06 was reported in stable condition in
Bridgeport Hospital. His lung had partially
collapsed when he was stabbed.
Sean Wargo, 19, of 198 Prince St.,
was charged with first-degree assault and
breach of peace in the 3:46 a.m. stabbing,
Fairfield police said.
"There was a description given and
police saw Wargo walking up Reef Road,"
Captain Robert Comers said. "Tom identified him."
i
Wargo was released on a $5,000 bond
and will appear in Bridgeport Superior
Court on Monday for his arraignment,
police said.
Police said the incident occurred on
Fairfield Beach Road.
"There was a party going on and the
student, Tom, was there," Comers said.

"The dispute was over a coat. Tom and
Sean Wargo took the fight outside where
the stabbing happened."
Jen Bourque '06, resident of 'The
Undertow' beach house where the stabbing
took place, said she and her housemates
did not know Wargo or how he got into
their house.
Bourque said a Fairfield student was
wearing Wargo's coat, which angered
Wargo.
"This girl tried to get the kid [Wargo]
out of the house because no one knew
him," Bourque said. "He wouldn't listen
and that's when Tom intervened."
Bourque said she was in her room
when Foran was stabbed.
"I heard people yelling about someone
getting stabbed," Bourque said. "I opened
the door and a girl was on the phone with
911 and handed me the phone."
Brennan Clark '06 was also at the
party when Foran was stabbed.
"Tom came in and told me that he
thought he had been stabbed," Clark said.
"We looked down and saw blood stains

on his shirt."
"A few girls were really upset," Clark
added. "I don't think it really hit me at
first what was going on. It seemed kind of
surreal because you just don't picture that
kind of thing happening at Fairfield."
Clark said students made Foran sit
down and then took off his shirt.
Bourque said when she went downstairs, she saw Foran sitting in a chair
being helped by two girls.
"They were holding towels over the
wound," Bourque said. "He lost over a liter
of blood before he got to the hospital."
Borque said Foran's friends, Matt
Lupo '06 and Domenic Bonavitacola
'06, accompanied him to the hospital.
The police left Borque's house around
5:15 a.m.
The stabbing has raised Fairfield students' concerns about beach safety.
"I can't believe this all happened,
and I don't feel safe," said Bourque. "The
events that took place keep playing over
SEE "ALL EVERYONE" ON P.
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Non-student residents living at
Fairfield beach believe student residents
are out of control once again.
A month ago, the Lantern Point injunction was established, prohibiting a
. gathering of more than 250 people on the
Point at one time.
Yet fed-up residents say the injunction was not enough to curtail the noise
and partying.
The Fairfield Beach Residents Association requested the police department
"enforce 'zero tolerance' policies in the
area," meaning an arrest is made once a
disturbance satisfies the legal threshold,
and additional police patrol in order for
parties to be shut down by 11 p.m., according to the Fairfield Minuteman.
Fairfield U. alumnus and member of
the Fairfield Beach Residents Association,
Jim Bremm, told the Minuteman he still
"sees rowdy parties, vandalism and apparent drunk driving" at the beach.
However, Dean of Students Tom
Pellegrino said that the beach situation is
improving.
"The number of complaints received
by my office has declined over the years.
The beach is not the 'phenomenon' that it
was back in the '80s and '90s, and that is
a good thing," said Pellegrino.
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.
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Locked out: Some year long beach residents feel that the injunction isn't enough
to curtail student partying.

needs ne
Search for basketball coach heating up - p. 18
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Devino, beloved Jesuit, to leave Fairfield in May
BY ALEXANDRA STEWART

Editor's note: Mirror reporter Alexandra Stewart sat down with Fr. Terry Devino
to talk about how he feels about leaving
Fairfield.
On Feb. 14 when Fr. Terry Devino, S.J.,
the associate chaplain in Fairfield's campus
ministry office, went to look at the University of Scranton's campus ministry offices,
Devino told the university that he only had
one objective during the interview and tour
of the campus: to hate Scranton because he
loved Fairfield so much.
However, after being offered his dream
job position as assistant vice president
of university ministries at the university,
Devino knew he couldn't turn the position
down. Now, after three years of bringing
smiles to students' faces, Devino will be
leaving .Fairfield University at the end of
this spring semester.
Q: How did you come to the decision to
leave Fairfield?
A: I have been appointed assistant vice
president of university ministries at the University of Scranton. A position that oversees
Campus Ministry in the University. It's a
great opportunity at this time in my life to
take on a leadership position in a ministry
that I love and that is campus ministry.
Q: How will your job at Scranton Uni-

versity differ from the one you have here
at Fairfield?
A: My job at Scranton will be something
totally new for me, as I will be the director
and have the responsibility of overseeing all
the programs and staff of that office. I am
not a behind-the-desk kind of guy so that
part will be a challenge for me.
Q: Do you know who will be taking your
place for next year? If so, who is it?
A: I am not sure who will be coming in to
replace me at this point, but the Jesuit order
is very committed to Campus Ministry on
our campuses.
Q: What are going to miss the most about
Fairfield?
A: The phenomenal friendships I have
formed here in the past three years, especially in my Jesuit community, a group
of dedicated and prayerful men who have
encouraged and supported me since the
day I arrived. Also, Fairfield University is
unique in its size. There is a sense of care
and support among the faculty and staff.
The students - God, I am going to miss the
students that I have worked with and met
here at Fairfield.
Q: What would you say has been your
most rewarding experience in the three
years that you've spent at Fairfield?
A: Each day holds rewards and blessings,

Bill McBain/The Mirror

Father and friend: Devino is leaving Fairfield to become the Assistant Vice President of
University Ministries at the University of Scranton.
but the most I would say has been the opportunity to bring the Kairos Retreat to
this campus. This past weekend we had
our seventh Kairos retreat, and I was overwhelmed when I considered that almost 250
of our students have gone on Kairos retreats
in the past two years. It was rewarding and
humbling.
Q: Can you explain what the Kairos
retreat is?
A: Kairos is a retreat, like all other retreats.
However, the success of this retreat is that
it is a retreat that is by and for students.
Student leaders design a weekend for their
peers where honesty and caring are the

primary motivators of the experience. It's
hard to explain so I guess I have to say go
on one and find out.
Q: Finally, where do you see yourself in
the next 10 years?
A: In 10 years.. .wow. I want to be a happy
Jesuit priest and doing some good work
somewhere. I never worry much about the
future because God has been very generous
in the past and will be in the future. When
I was ordained a priest 19 years ago on my
ordination prayer card I received a quote
from the Prophet Jeremiah: "For I know
well the plans I have for you says the Lord,
plans for a future filled with hope."

Unlikely !HomeBoy!: Los Angeles Jesuit puts a face on gangs
BY BILL MCBAIN

Fr. Greg Boyle, does not care that the
workers he hires are in gangs, that they have
been in prison, or that they are not even all
citizens. In fact, this is exactly the kind of
employee he looks to hire for his company.
"Ninety-five percent of [gang members]
just want to have a life," said Boyle.
On March 28, Boyle told the Fairfield
community about his work in roughest part
of Los Angeles, the gang capital of the world.
He works with gang members and at-risk
youth to give them a better life to live.
"It's about having a legit reason to
get up in the morning," Boyle said when
asked why gang members would want to
work in his factory for nine dollars an hour,
versus the wages earned selling drugs on
the street.
Kevin Donahue '07, leader of the
Students for Social Justice club, enjoyed
Boyle's message.
"That guy was the man. I didn't expect
to get to emotional. He was very touching speaker who had a way of illustrating
hard truths through personal stories," said
Donahue.
HomeBoy Industries is Boyle's company. The company is a conglomerate of
businesses such as a bakery, merchandising
service, silkscreen factory, maintenance
service, landscaping crew, and a construction
company. Each division at Home Boy tries
to break even and the most profitable is the
silk screen division.
James FitzPatrick, associate vice-president of student affairs, spoke with Boyle this
afternoon about the possibility of Fairfield

Breaking
News

using HomeBoy for their silk-screening
needs and they exchanged business cards.
"I think that its really great for Fairfield
to place support in a cause that is not only
really helping people who are facing difficult situations but that is also educating the
consumers about the issues and problems,"
said Ashley Toombs '07.
In addition to providing jobs and skills,
Boyle's company provides tattoo removal
for free of charge. Last year HomeBoy Industries removed over four .thousand tattoos
for gang members.
Boyle was invited to speak at Fairfield
through a combined effort of Campus Ministry, the philosophy department, the program
in Catholic Studies, Center for Faith and
Bill McBain/The Mirror
Public Life, department of sociology and
Street cred': Boyle speaks to a full audianthropology, the Dolan school of busi- ence in the Oak Room on March 28.
ness, the Graduate School of Education, the
Ignatian Residential College, the Office of
Mission and Identity, the Patrick J. Wade chance to learn job skills, but more than that,
fund, the program in Applied Ethics, and the start a new life.
Peace and Justice Studies Department. All
"We're a rehab center. We're not for
funds collected for the event will go toward those who need help, we're for those who
funding HomeBoy industries.
want help," said Boyle.
Joan VanHise, Associate Professor of
"We do not put up with those who are
Accounting, saw the night as an opportunity (hanging, banging, or slanging," said Boyle,
to show her business ethics students a non- referring to gang activity, tagging buildings,
traditional way of seeing their vocations or selling drugs.
and careers.
"We will, however, never withdraw love
"It is one that would still use their or support," he added.
business skills," said VanHise. "I hope we
Boyle ended his speech saying, "We
all took away a new sense of kinship. Fr. choose to stand against forgetting that we
Boyle stated it very nicely: that should be our belong to each other. And all of us, for as
goal. I don't think we've given that enough misshapen as we are, we are the shape of
thought as a community.
God's heart and we need to remind each
Boyle's model gives gang members a other."
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Russia to Uganda: Kennedy shows documentary on worldwide AIDS pandemic
BY BETH CASCIANO

On March 23, the Black Studies Program and the Center for Faith and Public
Life, in conjunction with many other programs in the College of Arts and Sciences,
hosted Rory Kennedy's documentary film
"Pandemic: Facing AIDS."
Rory Kennedy, daughter of the late
Sen. Robert Kennedy, is a 1991 graduate of Brown University with a degree in
Women's Studies.
It was during her college years that
she was inspired to start making documentaries to raise social awareness about
HIV/AIDS.
"Pandemic: Facing AIDS" was originally a five-part series on HBO highlighting victims of HIV/AIDS in five
countries.
But the documentary was cut for
educational purposes to a 42-minute video
highlighting specific people in Uganda,
Russia, Brazil, Thailand and India.
This educational version has reached
750,000 students and is now going international.
The video highlighted people afflicted
in different countries by way of different
means of transmission.
Uganda focused on a group of orphans
who had lost their parents to AIDS and/or
are infected themselves.

In Russia, a country where 90 percent
of the HIV/AIDS cases are contracted
through intravenous drug use, she focused
on a couple that contracted the virus
through drug use, but are now clean and
AIDS activists.
In Brazil, Kennedy chose to follow a
homosexual male who contracted the disease, but is on AIDS medication because
anti-retroviral drugs are free in Brazil.
In Thailand, the video focused on
sex workers and the stigma surrounding
HIV/AIDS patients.
Lastly, in India, where 3.9 million are
living with HIV/AIDS, Kennedy focused
on a couple who wants to have a child and
one of the partners is HIV positive.
After the video Kennedy opened the
forum up to a question and answer session.
She reflected on her experiences to inform
the group.
"I saw a lot of devastation and hardship, but I also had a real sense of hope
because we have seen it beaten in different parts of the world," Kennedy said.
"We know how to prevent it and have the
medication to treat it."
"If Fairfield is succeeding in educating our students, as women and men for
others, the issues of HIV and AIDS should
be front and center as key human issues
of our time, in their lives," said Timothy
Snyder, dean of the College of Arts and

Contributed Photo

Moving picture: Kennedy made a documentary about AIDS in Uganda, Russia,
Brazil, Thailand and India.
Sciences. "For just about all of us, our
lives have been, are being, or will be
touched directly by HIV and AIDS."
Kennedy was first approached by the
White House in 1999 to make a film about
AIDS and women in Africa.
She made a film called "Epidemic Africa," which was shown on Capitol Hill.
From there she broadened her focus

to the global AIDS crisis.
The five part documentary took about
13 months to complete.
Kennedy was working on strict deadline to have the film complete by the AIDS
Convention of 2002.
"Rory Kennedy is herself an example
for students of a young woman who put
her interest in film making into the service
of a global challenge," said Father Rick
Ryscavage, director of the Center for Faith
and Public Life.
"Watching the movie and hearing Ms.
Kennedy's talk should inspire curiosity
about public health issues and how we
should be responsible for those with fewer
resources than ourselves," said Renee
White, professor of sociology and co-director of black studies.
"Fairfield students engage in many
activities within their majors that directly
connect to the theme of our series 'Public
Health, Human Rights, and Social Justice,'" White said.
Kennedy's documentary was the first
part of the ongoing series at Fairfield sponsored by Black Studies and the Center for
Faith and Public Life.
"The next event will be a gathering
of social service and health agencies that
directly deal with HIV/AIDS in some
capacity," White said.

Financial first aid: nursing students angered that $35K TSimManT goes unused
BY MEG TOUMEY

Last fall SimMan, a $35,000 piece of
educational equipment, was donated to the
School of Nursing and many nursing students have been frustrated that this highly
touted piece of equipment hasn't been used
very often.
Although nursing students have desired to use the equipment in the classroom,
it appears that SimMan is not being used
to his potential. Julia Barone '07 expressed
disappointed in regards to her first SimMan
experience.
"Although it was nice to finally meet
SimMan, the introduction left a lot to be
desired. I watched as four of my fellow
classmates interacted with the mannequin,"
she said. "In the future, I hope that I get
the chance to learn first-hand from SimMan, I want to be able to use him before
I graduate."
"SimMan is a patient simulator mannequin that provides an opportunity for students to interact with a responding 'patient'
that cannot be harmed," said Dr. Suzanne
Campbell of the School of Nursing.
"He talks, breathes, you can hear heart
sounds and palpate pulses; put in IV's and
chest tubes; provide medications; and interact in a simulated scenario that reflects what
students encounter in the clinical setting,"
Campbell said.
The SimMan had been on the School
of Nursing's wish list for some time, according to Diane Mager, director of the
Learning Resource Center.
Olivia Weeks '05, an adult learner
in the School of Nursing, made plans to

donate the SimMan before she graduated
in Ma
The*School of Nursing received the
SimMan in October 2005.
Julie Cronin '07 is one of the many
nursing students who is annoyed by the fact
that SimMan had not been used.
"The SimMan has not impacted my
education," Cronin said. "I have only seen
it on two separate prospective student days
in the fall, when it was set up in the lab for
display purposes only.
I almost feel that this exhibit is false
advertising for the School of Nursing, as
this equipment has barely been used."
Caitlin Dacey '07 feels the same
way.
"Being able to say 'yes, Fairfield has a
SimMan' is great, but it really isn't all that
special until nursing students get to benefit
from it," she said.
According to Campbell, a lot of training is required to use the equipment. In the
fall more than half of the nursing faculty
attended a two-day workshop provided my
SimMan's manufacturer, Laerdal.
In June, eight members of the nursing faculty will attend the Simulation
User Groups Conference, according to
Campbell.
In addition to formal training, faculty
must also write up scenarios for SimMan.
A university committee has been
formed with representatives from the
Center of Academic Excellence and the
departments of Communication. Media,
and Visual & Performing Arts, according
to Campbell.
While Cronin understands that training

James Nguyen/The Mirror

Dead equipment: The SimMan can be a helpful tool for nursing students; it even
breathes and talks, but it isn't being used.
must occur, she still has frustrations.
"We've been hearing about this great
technology for so long," she said. "We all
just want to get to use it first-hand."
The School of Nursing has plans to
begin using SimMan this semester. According to Mager^ the equipment will be used
in Health Assessment to teach vital signs
and in Critical Care, a course usually taken
by seniors.
While SimMan can help in the classroom, Campbell said that SimMan is not
really meant for the classroom, but more
for learning in small groups.
"We are not just talking about adding
a new mannequin that can do tricks, we
are talking about a complete paradigm
shift in the education of future nurses,"

said Campbell.
"Only four to six students at a time
will be working with SimMan for a specific scenario...the technology upgrades
will allow us to project this scene into the
classroom where [students] will have a
chance to observe, critiques, and write up
care plans," Campbell said.
Renovations are planned for the School
of Nursing this summer, according to
Campbell. These renovations will provide
SimMan with its own room, a faculty control room, and classroom for observation.
Renovation plans also include a home
care room and a labor and delivery room,
according to Mager. The School of Nursing
also plans on getting a second SimMan and
a SimBaby.
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Students: 11 p.m. curfew unnecessary
CONTINUED FROM P.

1
"Fairfield students are more respectful than the
residents give us credit for," he added.
Beach resident Katie Casale '06 agrees that parties
are not "out of control."
"The increased security and police presence makes
[parties] seem like a bigger deal than they really are. I
am positive Fairfield beach parties were far worse in the
past," said Casale.
Sophomore Dylan Grandossy said, "I haven't been
to a rowdy party at Fairfield yet."
The beach situation has improved however there is
always room for suggestions.
"A shuttle back and forth to the beach would reduce
the number of kids just hanging around waiting for
cabs. If the school facilitates student night-life it would
be safer and less annoying to neighbors," said Geoff
Middleton '08.
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BABY SITTER WANTED

ROOMATES WANTED

BABYSITTER / PT NANNY
FOR 1 TODDLER
5 Days a week from 2:30pm
- 6:30pm/ 7pm. $10 an hour.
Must own reliable car. Pis
call (203) 719-6247. Position
Start Date May 7, 2006.

ROOMATES WANTED: Large
house on Fairfield Beach .
Road in quiet area.
1200 sq ft. Washer + Dryer.
Excellent condition.
Call 917-733-8577
FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
HANDS-ON BARTENDER
TRAINING.
1 or 2 week courses.
Extensive job placement.
Lifetime free refresher
classes.
NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL
Fairfield, CT. Established
1984. Licensed CT/DOE.
(203) 338-8221
www. leamtobartend .com
ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED!
JunkBusters ISO friendly,
outgoing, in shape students
for regular part time work.
Experience driving stick shift
a + but not necessary. $9-10/
hour plus tips. Flexible hours.
Call 203.913.1210.
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For the most part, "students take care of their property and the surrounding area; however, a few instances
of littering or destructive behavior make everyone look
bad," he said.
Students hope that there is no need for parties to be
shut down by 11 p.m. in the future.
"That is definitely a reason to transfer," said Kristine
Mackenzie '08. "My curfew in high school was later that
11 p.m. and beach parties are usually over by midnight
anyway."
"I'd go back home to Oregon," said Jeremy Reedal
'09.
Students have noticed beach improvements over
the years, as well.
"Compared to the past few years the parties aren't
even close," said Mike Chaconas '06. "Some nights it
seems like there's nothing to do. It's never been like
that."

CHILD CARE ASSISTANCE
Great opportunity for the right
person. Live in an awesome
studio apartment in Westport
for very low rent in xchange
for p/t child care assistance.
Must LOVE children and
have a SAFE driving record.
Interested please call Jennifer
at (203) 221 -1496 for details.
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HOUSE FOR RENT
2006-2007 SCHOOL YEAR
"Green Turtle" at the Beach
Call Tom 203-426-6927
Call TODAY!
FAIRFIELD BEACH
2 apts, 466/468 Reef Rd The
Brothel", 1 appt. has 4 brms,
2 full baths,
W/D, DW, LR, DR, awesome
kitchen, yard, porch, OSP.
2nd appt. has 2/3
bdrms, full bath, W/D, LR,
DR, kitchen, pantry, OSP. Call
John @
203-231-4020
HOUSE AT BEACH FOR
RENT 06-07 School Year
House at LANTERN POINT
for Rent for 2006-2007 school
year. Call Tom for details at
203-426-6927. CALL TODAY!
TWO HOUSES FOR RENT
on Reef Road. Walking
distance to the beach.
Three Bedrooms, 1bath,
Washer & Dryer, Large
Kitchen
Terms: Available for Summer/
Fall 06, 9 or 12 Month Lease
Call 917.574.8179

HOUSE FOR RENT
516 OLD FIELD ROAD
No smoking..no pets..security
deposit/credit check; students
need parents' signature; 3+
beds; 2-3 full bathrooms;
living rm dining rm kit w/pantry
Fabulous house...recently
completely remodeled all new
appliances...2 washers...2
dryers, .french doors from
bedrooms onto deck..off
street parking, central ac,
marble, hardwood, tile and
new carpeting on floors,
new paint on walls..close to
beaches, shopping & train.
Call Norma Jean
254-7739
HOUSE FOR RENT
2/3 bedroom house for rent
on Fairfield beach roach.
Living room, washer/dryer,
large back yard, 1 bath.
Available now, also showing
for Summer '06 and Fall
'06. 1200 sq ft. Excellent
condition. (917)733-8577
FAIRFIELD BEACH ROAD
Charming, fully-furnished
cottage available for the
upcoming school year ~ Fall
'06 to Spring '07. Ideal for 2-3
occupants. Spiral staircase
to loft. Sliders to huge deck
w/dock directly on wide canal
opposite Long Island Sound
and beach. Gas heat, woodburning stove, washer-dryer,
track lights. $1,800 monthly.
Phone to see. 227-7097
(Westport).
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Brazilian professor doing more than just teaching at FU
BY JESSICA MARQUES

Some students may pass by the flag of
Brazil that hangs on a Donarumma office
door without a second thought, but this flag
represents national pride to the professor
inside the office.
Brazilian Marcos Pedlowski, Ph.D.,
is serving as an economics professor
at Fairfield this academic year. He is a
Fulbright Scholar that the university is
sponsoring.
In Brazil, Pedlowski works as an associate professor at the Northern Fluminense
State University (UNEF).
UNEF and another university in Brazil
joined Fairfield and Washington and Lee
University in Virginia on an international
exchange.
"It's more difficult for me to teach in
Brazil, since I trained in the United States
at Virginia Tech," said Pedlowski.
Because of this program, many students
from Fairfield have had the opportunity to
study abroad in Brazil.
Meghan Collins '07 recently returned
from the Study Abroad program in Brazil.
"It's great that Fairfield is trying to give
students the opportunity to link the United
States and an important developing country,
like Brazil, through the exchange program
and sponsoring teachers to come here to
teach for a year," she said.
This program is also what inspired
Fairfield to sponsor Pedlowski.

Katherine Kidd, a former Fairfield
faculty member, said she heard about
Pedlowski's expert research in the Amazon
and thought he would a perfect candidate
for Fairfield.
Fairfield then applied to have Pedlowski as a scholar in residence.
In the fall, Pedlowski co-taught a class,
Global Environmental Regimes, with Dina
Franceshi of the economics department.
Pedlowski said he enjoys teaching
theoretical courses because they don't require correct answers.
"They're all about how well you can
argue," Pedlowski said. "Actually, I get a A home away from home: Brazilian Marcos
lot out of the courses because the students Fairfield.
have given lots of thoughts."
Franceshi said Pedlowski brought a
"When I think of what I learned at
different dynamic to the class.
Fairfield, he will definitely stand out among
"He could offer an international the rest, because he was there for the same
perspective from a developing world," reason we stayed in the class," Lynch said.
Franceshi said.
"To learn."
Students agreed.
Global Environmental Regimes also
"What makes him stand out is the fact stood out for students because it had people
that not only did he speak about specific from the Institute of Retired Professiontopics which we were covering in class, als.
but he also gave great advice on lots of
"Having Marcos in the class was great
other things, including life in general," because they benefited a lot from his input
said Melissa Lopes '07, a former student especially since he had a different perspecof Pedlowski. "He is a very knowledgable tive," said Anne Spencer, an IRP student.
man with a lot of expertise on almost every
Franceshi said one of the benefits of cosubject."
teaching is that students get to experience
Brian Lynch '07, a Mirror staff writ- something different than "the norm."
er and former student of Pedlowski's,
"Co-teaching allows students to get the
agreed.
chance to see several boring professors at

Mari Heenan/The Mirror

Pedlowski is teaching economics at

the same time," Pedlowski said.
This semester Pedlowski is co-teaching
"Land Reform and Social Justice in Latin
America" with Edward Dew of the politics
department. He is also teaching "Applied
Field Research."
Pedlowski has plans to research and
lecture in Colorado, Michigan, Puerto Rico
and Nicaragua before the end of his time in
the United States in May.
He is excited to return to teaching in
Brazil and perhaps start some interesting
projects with his own plot of rainforest in
Parana, Brazil.
Although he is excited to return to
Brazil, he will take back many insights he
gained through his experience teaching in
the United States.

At Fordham University's Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, the student-faculty relationship is a partnership in which
professor and student engage together in the pursuit of truths. Here, each
student is welcomed not merely as a scholar, but as a whole person, with
personal aspirations and a sense of purpose beyond the academy.
To learn more about our master's-levei programs in Justice and
Criminology, Health Care Ethics and Computer Science, please visit our
website at www.fordham.edu/gsas/partnership or call (718) 817-4416.

Priority consideration is given to
applications received by May 1.

Fairfield, CT
203-336-TANS (8267)
HOLLYWOOD TANS OF NORWALK
440 Westport Ave.
(.07 miles East of Stews)

Norwaik, CT

203-847-7755
HOLLYWOOD TANS OF STRATFORD

FORDHAM
The Jesuit University of New York

1345 Barnum Ave.
(Across from KFC)

Stratford, CT

203-385-8555
S 19.99 applies to HT42 Booth. See Salon lot Details.
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'All everyone cares about right now is Tom'
CONTINUED FROM P.

Top 8 Reasons to Make the Most of
Your Summer—at Pace University
■ Summertime—the right time to examine a
favorite topic in-depth, learn a new skill, or
explore a new interest
■ More than 200 graduate and undergraduate
courses for your professional advancement or
personal enhancement

3

■ Flexible schedules with day, evening, and online
classes, all within an accelerated six-week session
■ Convenient locations close to home and work in
New York City, Pleasantville, and White Plains
■ A faculty passionate about teaching
■ Small classes with students from around the globe

©

and over in my head. It's not like I think this
kid is going to come back here, but I am just
completely creeped out by the whole thing
and that something like this could happen
here in Fairfield."
"I have been sleeping with my door
locked," Bourque added.
Taylor Gilhuly '06, a Lantern Point
resident, said she did not realize such a
serious crime could happen at Fairfield
beach.
"It's scary that people who aren't from
Fairfield can come to your house and do
something like that," Gilhuly said. "I felt
pretty safe here before."
But beach resident Rob Diamond '06
said he still feels safe.
"I'm just going to be more cautious
about who we let into our house," Diamond said.
Chuck Abercrombie, president of the
Fairfield Beach Residents Association,
told the Connecticut Post that the stabbing
reflects the increase of lawbreaking at the
beach.
Although Abercrombie could not be
reached for comment, Lantern Point Association President Michael O'Rourke said
he disagrees.
"Where is Mr. Abercrombie getting his
information from?" O'Rourke said. "He
references no data to back up his claims. Is
he getting it from police reports and arrests
or just his gut feeling?"

Make the most of your summer and apply today.
Summer Session I: May 31-July 11, 2006
Summer Session II: July 13-August 23, 2006
If you have any questions, contact the Office of Adult
and Continuing Education:
* New York City Downtown campus at (212) 346-1943
* Midtown Campus at (212) 346-1700

* Pleasantville Campus at (914) 773-3568
Please visit www.pace.edu/surnrner to view a class
schedule and apply online.

O'Rourke said the Point security has
reported a quiet winter.
Fairfield police agree.
"As far as I know, although I haven't
specially looked into it, there hasn't been
an increase of arrests and warnings at the
beach," Comers said. "If anything, I would
say there has been a little less."
The Fairfield community continues to
keep Foran in its thoughts.
"All everyone cares about right now
is Tom and nothing else," Bourque said.
"Everyone's lives have been put on hold. I
know there was a little time when I didn't
think he would be OK."
Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino said
his primary concern has been making sure
that Foran is "all right," but he also plans
on assessing the situation carefully.
"Like any administrator, I have some
very basic goals, but paramount among
these is for the university community...
to adopt a culture that condemns the destructive and discourteous behavior that
is hurting our students and those around
them," Pellegrino said. "College should be
an opportunity to have fun and enjoy the
company of others, but it has to be within
recognized limits."
Foran is scheduled to graduate, summa
cum laude, in May. He has applied to be the
class of 2006's valedictorian.
"I just hope he has a speedy recovery
and doesn't ever get put into a situation
like that again when he's just trying to help
people out," Clark said.

The Office of Residence Life
Would like to Congratulate the Resident
Assistant and Townhouse-Apartment
Manager Staff
For 2006-2007

■ Financial aid available
■ Affordable residence rates at our New York City
downtown or Pleasantville campuses ($200-250 a
week, if you take 6 credits or more).
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Mark Adams
Lisa Augustine
Chelsea Bailey
Evan Barden
Mary Bazylewicz
Elizabeth Bigos
Ryan Blair
Chanelle Blake
Andrew Borello
Katerine Boutros
Kate Brady
Amanda Caixeiro
David Cuthbertson
Alexandra Deitz
Kevin Donohue
Ashlee Downing
Emily Dragone
Mallarie Ennis
Eric Falcone

Robert Fitzgerald
Joseph Fusco
Fenwick Gardiner
Michelle Gringas
Robert Grazynski
Marc Hansel
James Hurley
TaraKalberer
Jessica Lew
Timothy Lund
Kathleen Massey
Whitney Maus
Shelby Mayor
Danielle McCarthy
Jessica McLane
Danielle McLean
Melissa Minai
Sarah Nelson
Christopher Pace

JoAquin Prandi
Antonia Randazzo
Gregory Raucci
Cagney Ringalda
Jim Scholl
Christopher Simao
Jennifer Smith
Christel Stadler
Jamie Stillwell
Kathleen Sullivan
Monique Thomas
Michele Towle
Lauren Troiano
Evan Trowbridge
Christopher Tsombanos
Nicholas Valaris
Jon Vallee
Siobhan Verlin
Michael Wood

Thank you to all who applied this year!

Editor: Cara Muzik
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What Chuck Abercrombie dreams about at night...

Editorial Board
Tara E. Lynch - Editor in Chief
Ryan T. Blair - Managing Editor
Cara Muzik - Commentary Editor
Ben Doody - Sports Editor

Chuck him
Chuck Abercrombie, the infamously outspoken leader
of the Fairfield Beach Residents Association, saw
his name in the papers again following the troubling
events of the past weekend.
After Tom Foran '06 was stabbed during an altercation
on Lantern Point early Sunday morning, Abercrombie told
the Connecticut Postthat the incident is reflective of a larger
trend of increasingly negative activity at the beach. However, it was a Bridgeport resident, not a Fairfield student,
who committed the assault.
Lest we forget, Abercrombie is the same individual who
caused a ruckus when he falsely reported in a Post article a
few months ago that the university was carting intoxicated
campus residents to the beach via a shuttle service. It would
seem that every major public statement from this individual
lacks even the most basic elements of credibility. This week,
we joke about his intentions in the editorial cartoon.
Abercrombie's recognition of this "trend" is so blatantly
unsubstantiated, it is laughable. First of all, the traditions
that characterized senior beach life for so many years now
cease to exist. Students, particularly underclassmen, no longer have reason to flock by the hundreds to a planned event
down at Lantern Point. Though there are numerous smaller
parties every weekend, thus far this year, there has been no
event comparable in size to Clam Jam or Mock Wedding.
Even Michael O'Rourke, president of the Lantern Point
Association, disagrees with Abercrombie's claims that negative activity at the beach is a growing trend. Fairfield police
also disagreed with Abercrombie's claims.
Instead of turning a blind eye to Abercrombie's fabricated ramblings, the university administration should be the
strongest proponents of students living at the beach. Frankly,
without off-campus housing, Fairfield would be quite literally bursting at the seams; the administration would have no
choice but to cut admissions drastically, and the university
would lose millions of dollars per year in tuition costs.
Also, though many year-long beach residents complain
about students living at Fairfield Beach, they, too, would do
well to acknowledge the benefit of the current housing situation. Not only do students pump millions of dollars into the
local economy each year in exorbitant rent costs, but they
also support local businesses that rely on such patronage.
Abercrombie also told the Post that he found living
conditions at the beach this year "degrading." What's degrading, Mr. Abercrombie, is for us Fairfield students to constantly bear the brunt of your false, but very public, scrutiny.
Without the support of his fellow residents or Fairfield law
enforcement, perhaps Mr. Abercrombie should think about
getting off his high horse, or better yet, resigning from his
position as president of FBRA.

Mirror in need of a 'toon up:?
FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
TARA

E. LYNCH

They say that a picture is worth a thousand words.
But when it comes to political cartoons, are some things
better left unsaid?
Last week, The Mirror published a cartoon on page
18 depicting two heavily tanned Caucasian students
walking through campus, with the tagline "You know
it's after spring break at Fairfield when...the diversity
problem disappears for a few weeks."
In hindsight, it's become clearer to me that the
intent of this cartoon could have been viewed as insensitive. However, let me take this opportunity to make it
abundantly clear that the cartoon was published with
only the best of intentions.
The intention of the cartoon was only to criticize
the powers-that-be for the lack of diversity on this
campus, and the way they sometimes exploit the few
minority students that do attend this school as little
more than admissions statistics. It was not meant in
any way to degrade or offend those students, faculty
and staff of different races - or more broadly, different religions, sexual orientations and socio-economic
backgrounds.
Did we need to publish this particular cartoon? No:
you could have played Soduko in that space instead.
We ultimately went ahead with it because we
feel that, as the Editorial Board of one of the largest
student forums at Fairfield, it is our right - moreover,
our responsibility - to comment and editorialize those
issues that permeate our tiny Connecticut campus. I
would be shocked if anyone denied that racial diversity
on our campus - which is 91 percent Caucasian - isn't
an issue. Has everyone forgotten that The Princeton
Review has named Fairfield one of the top 10 most
homogenous schools in the nation?

While it is never our intent to alienate or offend
our readership, I stand by the cartoon and its important
message that has been reiterated ad nauseam in this
publication: creating diversity on this campus should
be an administrative priority.
Anyone who doesn't live under a rock knows,
about the riots that ensued after a Danish newspaper,
published a cartoon depicting the prophet Mohammed.
While this event has received enormous media attention, this isn't a new trend; political cartoons are often
received critically.
Earlier this year, there was mixed public reaction
over a Tom Toles cartoon published in the Washington
Post. The cartoon depicted a quadruple-amputee soldier
with a bandaged head being attended to by "Doctor"
Donald Rumsfeld. Rumsfeld says "I'm listing your condition as battle-hardened." In smaller type, at the bottom
of the cartoon, Rumsfeld adds "I'm prescribing you to
be stretched thin. We don't define that as torture."
On Feb. 2 the Joint Chiefs of Staff responded with
a letter to the Post, deeming the cartoon "tasteless,"
while journalists and free speech advocates defended
the cartoon, some even applauding the provocative stab
at the Bush administration.
"This kind of gross misinterpretation makes one
wish there were a few more English majors graduating from West Point these days," said Julie Hilden, a
first amendment lawyer and columnist. "The cartoon's
sympathies are firmly with the vulnerable soldier..."
Is there any right opinion here? No, of course not.
The Washington Post, The Mirror, nor any other publication will ever publish an article or cartoon that every
reader agrees with - it's the nature of the business.
But I can promise our readers two things: in the
future, I'll continue to employ-the most careful judgment when it comes to our content, and the editorial
board - through editorials and cartoons - will continue
to represent interests and issues pertinent to Fairfield
students.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk, e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com. Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of
obscenities and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words. Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
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"Diversity" not limited to skin color Sacrifice prejudices for good of man
To the Editor:

To the Editor:

In this week's issue of The Mirror, "cartoonist" Dan Otfinoski further proved
AH ANA students' point about diversity and Fairfield U. His ignorant and offensive drawing
depicting his so-called view of "diversity" fails to acknowledge that when we, AHANA
students, speak of diversity we are not, as he clearly is, using a discriminating definition
limiting diversity to the color of our skin. It should be noted that diversity at Fairfield
encompasses different lifestyles, cultures, religions, socio-economic status, majors, etc.,
and when viewed in this respect, Fairfield can be considered a diverse location.
While meant to be a joke, Otfinoski's cartoon offended me and other members of the
student body. The Mirror should be more conscientious of the material they publish, and
the effect such material may have on people's feelings and the general mindset of this
alleged community we call Fairfield University.
To be completely honest, the real problem with diversity at this institution is the
limiting views of the students and administration on what diversity is and while Dan feels
the "diversity problem," as he carelessly put it, "disappears for a few weeks" after Spring
Break, the truth of the matter is it will always be a problem as long as people continue to
view the issue with a narrow and closed mind.
Sincerely,
Lauren-Nicole Blanchette '06
Editor's note: While Dan Otfinoski is the cartoonist for The Mirror, cartoon concepts
are created by the Editorial Board. Otfinoski, as an artist, executes the vision of the editorial staff. .
For more on Mirror cartoons, see "From the Editor's Desk" on p. 7.

Three weeks ago, the Archdiocese of Boston ceased its involvement with the
state of Massachusetts adoption agency.. .with regard to Catholic Charities ability to place
children in same sex households, a violation of the state's anti-discrimination policy. In a
time where the Church speaks out against abortions and birth control for the purpose of
preserving life, I can see no reason in the Church's refusal to provide children who are
most in need with a decent home with loving parents. As a result, I find myself in a deep
struggle with my faith.
My struggle is rooted in the Church's refusal to accept gays and lesbians into our
community. For the past 19 years I have been taught by the Church to love and respect
all men and women just as God does. Yet, I question whether the Church is doing this. Is
the Church loving and respecting all people with regards to its treatment toward gays and
lesbians? Are the households of same sex couples all that different from those of heterosexual ones? The Catholic Church is doing a disservice to these children in its refusal to
provide the love and care to these children who so desperately need it.
Change is a very scary thing, but it is inevitable. As the future of the Catholic Church,
we can be the agents of change. We can bring the Church into the light of enlightenment
through our own actions, in our own love and respect towards gays and lesbians.
In this time of Lent, a time of rebirth and self-examination, I call on, not only the
leaders of the Catholic Church, but also its members who are the Church, to undergo its
own rebirth, to sacrifice our own prejudices, just as Jesus Christ sacrificed his own life
for us, and for the good of man.
Sincerely,
James O'Brien '09

Get in the know! Knowledge of current events essential for students
KELLY'S KORNER
KELLY SHEEHAN

While I'm proud that many Fairfield students read The Mirror, I am nothing short of
frightened by the number of students who have admitted to me that it's their main source
of news.
Unless the issue relates to college students, The Mirror doesn't cover national news.
So that means if you've only been reading The Mirror since September, you've missed
some big events in the U.S.
To name a couple: the National Security Agency's wire-tapping without a court order
under the Bush administration to protect national security, and the passing of the Patriot
Act, which has given the U.S. government extended power to fight terrorists, both on U.S.
soil and internationally.
The Mirror also doesn't cover international news. So if you're not getting news from
other media, you've missed the national elections in Iraq and the forming of an Iraqi government. You've also missed the violence in France from Muslims upset with the French
government.
Unfortunately, The Mirror doesn't have enough money to send reporters to locations
like Washington D.C. or Iraq. Our reporters are not only taking on the challenge of meeting deadlines for the first time, they're also trying to balance classes and extra-curricular
activities.

That's something every student at Fairfield understands. As students, we're busy.
We're tired. We're overwhelmed.
/ barely have enough time to study and sleep, you may be saying.
But staying on top of the news is just as important as getting good grades. If you go
into an interview with a 3.8 GPA but can't name Condoleezza Rice as the U.S. Secretary
of State, your qualifications might be questioned.
Not only is being well versed in national and world issues important for prospective
jobs, it's in your best interest to stay informed. If you're entering the field of teaching,
you might be interested to know that the state of Florida will be requiring high school
students to declare majors under a new bill passed last week. This news could affect your
teaching career—will a bill be passed in Connecticut? Will it affect how many classes
you teach or how much you're paid? Will your responsibilities be similar to those of a
college professor?
Being informed isn't as difficult and time consuming as it seems. It takes about as
much time as it takes to check your e-mail. You don't even need a subscription to a news
service these days. Just log on to any of the major news sites.
If you're forgetful like I am, put buttons on the top of your Internet Explorer page or
even put a news site as your homepage, instead of Google or Stag Web.
This column's purpose is not to detract your interest from The Mirror. Keep reading!
Unlike the New York Times or CNN, we're the only ones who give you the inside scoop
on what's happening at Fairfield University.
Just remember to look outside the Fairfield bubble so you don't experience some
major shell shock upon graduating.

Here's my Confessional: I just can't stop believin'
BY BRIAN LYNCH

Before I say anything, congratulations to Jess DiBuono and FUSA for continuing to
surprise us and getting the most bang for their buck with the concerts this year.
Naturally, you can't please everybody - and even though my taste in music is diverse
and fairly accepting, I can't stomach the thought of going to see Dashboard Confessional.
In fact, those clever posters paying homage to the power of a direct current, a lighting bolt,
and Chris Carabba's don't-I-look-like-a-wounded-puppy sex appeal make me wretch.
This is not just because his heartfelt melodies and inspiring lyrics have brought forth
in me the urge to kick his sorry wounded puppy a**, but stealing so blatantly from AC/
DCs logo to promote his toughness and "rockin" attitude is like saying that Ghandi was
a founder of the Hell's Angels (he rode a cow). Who are you guys trying to kid here?
I'm not asking FUSA to take out a mortgage on Alumni Hall to bring, say, Slayer or
Metallica our way, but there are more diverse and affordable acts available that can get
the house going crazy, without resorting to "sensitive dude rock."
I feel as if FUSA had their way, we'd have a reunited Dispatch in the fall and Dave
Matthews in the spring every year and while well more than half this campus would find
this an ideal situation, musical diversity is just as important as campus diversity, and we
need to do our share to show that in our choices for concerts.
We've had Dave Chappelle and ?uestlove grace the same stage at Alumni Hall. Why
not pursue Mos Def, Talib Kweli, or the man himself, KRS-One, for our gangsta-rappin',

boat-shoe lovin' prep set, as well as our hip-hop aficionados? (Failing that, how about
some boot-stompin' Country?)
And as for rock music... the best we've had since my freshman year was Third Eye
Blind. I know there aren't too many good rock bands out there these days, but despite all
of the passe emo, light rock and pseudo-jam band crap that makes its way to the top of
Fairfielders' playlists, can we get an act that doesn't suck? I'd be willing to sell off a few
internal organs if we could raise our standards past the Gusters and the Dashboards of
the world to bands that remember what rock music was all about, and there are only two
bands I can think of that could get Fairfield to rock again.
I'm talking about the two bands that shaped generations of rock and roll. One is
fronted by a lead singer with an unmistakable voice, hair and fashion style, as well as a
guitarist whose a**-kicking riffs are only matched by his legendary fondness for drugs,
alcohol and headlines. The other's led by a dynamic front man whose sound and lyrics
changed our perceptions of great, hard-rocking music, and his partner in crime, the only
lead guitarist with an afro just as famous as his is. I know they're both a little old school,
but that's exactly what we need!
FUSA, don't bother with Sacred Heart's leftovers anymore. There are only two concerts you can bring here that will pump this campus up, stay within budget, and give us
a real sense of pride. And if I have to give up a kidney or two to help bring Poison and
Journey here, so be it.
A t.rf..' P . v,.*., ..

Editor: Nick Caruso
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V for Victory
The Wachowski brothers create a futuristic worla that will bend the minds
of audiences (and governments) worldwide
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

Imagine today's New York Times reported that the war
in Iraq was intentional and that the "Grand Chancellor"
knew there were not any weapons of mass destruction.
What if it was revealed that the "Grand Chancellor" has
been spying on U.S. citizens without approval from the
courts and a videotape was released showing detainees
being stripped naked and beaten by guards at Guantanamo Bay?
The Grand Chancellor in "V for Vendetta" says: "Every nation in every regime has a decision to make. Either
you are with us, or your are with the terrorists." What if
the Grand Chancellor was President George W. Bush?
"V for Vendetta" is not just a film, it is the mirror on
our modern society. The film is set in a fictional, totalitarian Great Britain of the future, in which the government
controls everything from the news to people's sexual
preferences.
From the shadows comes a terrorist named V, played
by "The Matrix's" Agent Smith (Hugo Weaving) who
uses violent acts of terror to fight the government. After
rescuing Evey, played beautifully by Natalie Portman,
V becomes attached to her and turns her into a freedom
fighter like himself.
On the road to freedom, the film reveals how V was
part of a government conspiracy to release a deadly virus
on its own society in order for Adam Sutler, played by
John Hurt, (who plays the reverse of his role in "1984")
to gain power and become the Grand Chancellor.
Once in power, the Grand Chancellor and his chromes
use fear to take away freedoms from the people, and as
usual, the first thing to go is art because we all know all art
could potentially inspire rebellion. In case you think "V"
is all work and no play, there are a few funny moments in
which we see the softer, domestic side of the film.
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The Wachowski brothers wrote the screenplay but
opted not to direct "V," passing on the honor to James
McTeigue first assistant director on all of the "Matrix"
movies.
Although they did not direct the film, the Wachowski

brothers can be felt in every scene through the hypnotic
language. There is so much in the writing alone that
makes a second viewing almost necessary in order to
take everything in.
The screenplay is based on Alan Moore's graphic
novel (or long comic book) that was published in 1985
in response to former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher,
who was a member of the Conservative Party. Moore
thought Thatcher would create a totalitarian state. The
Wachowski brothers manage to adapt the story to relate
to the current situation in America.
Unlike other comic book heroes who have hit the
screen, V fights real enemies and not imaginary villains.
V does wear a mask on his face, but rather than just
concealing his identity, the mask becomes a symbol of
a movement.
Hugo Weaving's voice, as the "Phantom of the Opera-like" hero mixed with a little Zorro, is so moving that
at times you will find yourself thinking the mask changed
in some way to show emotion.
Natalie Portman, who has turned in mediocre performances in the past, such as in "Star Wars," gives an
unbelievably grown-up performance as Evey. The film
is helped also by the amazing cinematography of the late
Adrian Biddle, who managed to give life to the cold city
streets of London.
If there is one reason to see "V" it is for the explosion
sequence that will send adrenaline pumping throughout
your veins. The film manages to entertain and inform at
the same time.
If you leave this film and still have your blinders on,
then you have missed an amazing film. This film gives
you a chance to see the slippery slope that our government
is quickly going down at full speed ahead. For all of us
who still need hope, just remember: Nov. 5, although it
is fake, is all we have.

Dashboard Confessional to play Fairfield next Thursday
BY ASHLEY PHAN

On April 6, Dashboard Confessional will
play at Fairfield University, in Alumni Hall, as
the FUSA-chosen Spring 2006 concert.
Dashboard Confessional hails from Boca
Raton, Fla. and is headed by the alt-rock extraordinaire Christopher Carrabba. Carrabba
has also led other bands such as Further Seems
Forever and the Vacant Andies.
However, with Dashboard, Carrabba was
able to further explore his music using simple
acoustic melodies and rhythms with creative
and emotional lyrics.
In 2001, Dashboard Confessional became
most known for their hit song "Screaming
Infidelities," which went on to become a
modem rock/emo hit and which led to even
more extensive touring than the band had
been used to.
Shortly after, Dashboard went on The
Vagrant Across America tour in the summer
of 2001, with their label-mates from Vagrant
Records. With Hot Rod Circuit, Alkaline Trio
and No Motiv, Dashboard continued playing
live.
Other career highlights include an "MTV

Unplugged" album along with opening for
Weezer shortly after the release of the unplugged, acoustic album.
Recently in 2004, Dashboard contributed
a hit single to the "Spiderman 2" soundtrack,
"Vindicated.
Several students are happy with having
Dashboard come to Fairfield, but agree that it
probably wasn't the best choice.
"It seems to me they really didn't put that
much effort into it or reach out to the student
community to see what we may be interested
in seeing," said Courtney DePasquale '06.
"As a graduating senior, I'd rather not attend
a concert where I'll be surrounded by crying
14-year-olds from the Prep school and their
crying ex-girlfriends."
Chris Jangls '05 agreed.
"I would've rather seen Kelly Clarkson,"
he said.
In all of Jangls Fairfield career, he has
only attended one concert sponsered by
FUSA.
"I think it's awesome that Dashboard is
coming to Fairfield," said Michelle Kolind '06.
"I love their music and they're talented."
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A Mark, A Mission, A Brand, A Scar
Download This: Hands Down, So Beautiful

Swiss Army Romance
Download This: Screaming Infidelities,
Hold On

The Places You Have Come To
Fear the Most
Download This: This Bitter Pill, The
Brilliant Dance
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ENTERTAINMENT

Let Coldplay "put a smile upon your face"
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BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

&

CHRISTEN MECABE

Where else can you find giant brown bears illuminated onto the crowd,
thousands of people waving cell phones in the air on the command of a singer
and people simply flipping out?

V-

On Sunday, March 26, the renowned band Coldplay played to a sold-out
crowd at Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, N. Y. during their 2006 Twisted Logic
tour.
The show kicked off with the opening of former Verve member Richard
Ashcroft, best known for the song "Bittersweet Symphony." It was a refreshing
way to start off the high-energy evening.
The fan base ranged from young children to middle-aged adults wanting
to see a truly talented band. As the lights dimmed, fans settled into their seats
and instant screams and applause ensued.
The British quartet of Chris Martin, Jon BuckJand, Will Champion and Guy
Berryman opened with "Square One," from their 2005 CD "X & Y." The show
was a treat to the senses, with the tremendous light and laser show to match the
provocative, deeply emotional lyrics.
"Yellow," an old favorite from their album "Parachutes," was a true crowd
pleaser as enormous yellow balloons descended upon the crowd from the rafters
above and burst confetti on fans, as well as the band, below.
Despite all of their success musically and romantically, Coldplay remains
humble and gracious of all their supporters.
In between songs, Martin complimented the throngs of people for their
energy and love, saying they "exceeded his expectations."
The energy of his fellow band members matched that of Martin's, leading
to a captivating performance of such popular songs as "Clocks," "Politik" and
their recent single, "Talk."
Another highlight of the evening was the band's tribute to the late Johnny
Cash with their song "Til Kingdom Come" and Cash's "Ring of Fire." This
surprising hemage caused an audience-wide sing-a-long and proved the versatility of Coldplay's musicianship.
Just when the show could not get more phenomenal, the band responded to
a lengthy standing ovation with a three-song encore, including "Swallowed in
the Sea," "In My Place," and, the song the band referred to as their most meaningful, "Fix You." Lead-singer Martin ran thrpugh the aisles accompanied by
body guards, delighting and exceeding the expectations of die-hard fans.
If you have the opportunity to see this incredible band, no matter what the
ticket price, Coldplay will definitely "put a smile upon your face."
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DMB heats up with new summer tour
BY DAN AKESON

After the successful release of
I their last album, "Stand Up," and
incredible tours from last summer
land winter, Dave Mathews Band will
[continue to please their devout fans
| with another tour this summer.
The band announced the tour on
I March 1, which will include over fifty
shows throughout the country. Beginning with their usual appearance at
I Jazzfest in New Orleans in April, the
[band will hit the road in a very similar
| fashion to last summer.
DMB will make their usual stops
I at Saratoga Springs and Darien Lake
I in New York, Hershey, Penn., Cam|den, N. J., and Hartford, Conn.
The band will once again do a
Itwo-day festival at Randall's Island,
[New York. The band has announced
[many of their opening acts including David Gray, Bela Fleck and the
iFlecktones, and Govt. Mule.
The Gorge in Washington will
Jonce again be one of the focal points
lof the tour. Between the small crowd
[and incredible scenery of canyons, it
[is always one of the highest regarded
penues of any tour.
Perhaps the biggest news is that
[Dave Matthews will play two shows
[at Fenway Park in Boston on July 7
land 8, which became official in the
Isecond week of March.

Though, the Warehouse (the
band's official fan club) ticket request
period has ended for the summer tour,
and tickets go on sale to the public
on April 8.
Following the winter tour, Dave
Matthews stayed busy as his sologroup, Dave Matthews and Friends,
did a cruise to the Carribean.
The band, comprised of names
such as Tim Reynolds and former
Phish guitarist Trey Anastasio, performed many songs from Dave's solo
album, "Some Devil," over the course
of the cruise.
Dave Matthews also played solo
shows, such as at King's College and
an exclusive club, called The Social,
in London, England. Dave performed
the hit single from "Stand Up,"
"American Baby," solo acoustic for
the first-time as well as a new song
entitled, "I Won't Give It Away."
• More information and tour dates
can be found at the band's website at
www.davematthewsband.com
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Fairfield's Falzone opens at
The Underground
BY CAITLIN WAGNER

Mike Falzone '06, commonly known to Fairfield students as
Falz, took the stage in Hartford, Conn, last Thursday, March 23,
opening for the new teen heartthrob Teddy Geiger at the Webster
Underground.
A number of his family and friends showed up for the event to
support Falzone in this once in a lifetime opportunity. Falzone has
been playing the guitar in and'around Fairfield since his freshman
year and continues to gain exposure with his charismatic stage per-'
formance and acoustic repertoire, complimented by his friend and
bongo player Chris Barone, a member of the band The Smyrk.
Falzone played four songs from his solo album, "Between
the Airport and the Lordship." The album contains a mixture of
indie/soul and acoustic tunes. He wrote all the songs himself, and
although the crowd on Thursday night was rather young, Falzone
was able to capture their attention.
Falzone was "able to entertain the audience and engage them
with his unique and soothing voice," said Stephanie Lowland, a
Hartford resident. "He was not like other performers who have
simply played and hoped people would listen...he connected with
the people he played to and got a great response."
Falzone's parents also traveled to Hartford from their hometown of Stratford. His father, John Falzone is one of Fairfield's
maintenance men and supports many aspects of Fairfield University.
"Mrs. Falzone and I think it is great to see the turnout of Falz's
friends at Fairfield and even high school friends," John Falzone
said. "We are thrilled that this is another step toward his drearn
and are lucky to see it happen."
Falzone gained some great exposure with this performance
and certainly expanded his fan base. The energy of the crowd

skyrocketed for the performers that came after him.
You can catch Falzone's last show of the year at Fairfield on
Saturday April 1 in the Gonzaga Auditorium at 7 p.m., or you can
check his music out at myspace.com/mikefalzone or purchase the
CD at mikefalzone.com. And definitely check out Barone's band,
The Smyrk, at www.thesmyrk.com.

Caitlin Wagner/The Mirror

Falzone was supported by his friends, family and fans.
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Inter The Mirror's second annual
photo contest and you could win an
iPod Nano!
Photograph what you want,
ktiIHife, sports, landscapes...you decide.
Enter as many times as you want.
Editors will judge entries on originality,
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The right to Hearing loss at 21: Turn down that iPod
cut class
BY BRIAN ERICKSON

CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

I've always questioned this fascination
with attendance. In high school there were
two degrees of absentees: those who ditched
because they were unprepared and those
who could get away with casual cuts while
still maintaining respectable grades.
There is nothing noble about taking
days off at one's convenience in order to
finish assignments that should have been
turned in last week. That was high school
business where a decent excuse could be
carried on for months and months.
This lax attendance policy unfortunately has not carried over to college. If
you're lucky, you have been allowed "three
excused absences," which is generous compared to some professors' standards.
Just like professors, students are not immune to sickness. I understand that students
are about as honest as Adam and Eve when
it comes to making up believable lies to
tell their professors, but look at it from the
other perspective. Would a professor really
want to hear that you drank too much the
night before?
I hear these people telling me how college is the stepping stone to the real world,
where appointments are not flexible, and 8
a.m. is not an optional time. College might
be, but Fairfield is booster chair to the world,
if that. It's so confined and secluded that
unless you are available for a service trip or
some volunteer work in Bridgeport, you're
trapped in the Twilight Zone of Fairfield
University.
After you've crossed into this other
dimension, where, spoiled doesn't begin
to describe some people who haven't
even cleaned a dish in their own kitchen,
you can kind of understand why teachers
demand such high class attendance from
their students.
It's very easy to skip a class and concoct some story that you could recite in a
coma since you've said it so many times.
Fairfield's small enough that most teachers
can notice when a student is missing. It is
pretty pointless for a teacher to give the time
to prepare lessons to teach to a class that has
no more than five diligent students.
There probably are students who never
knew that Fairfield considers attendance
mandatory. I have wondered exactly what
the fuss over attendance really is. You have
professors who seem to feel slighted if you
skip a class, but on the other hand, there
are some classes where attendance is about
as necessary as Dashboard Confessional
performing at Fairfield.
If this is really our preparation for the
real world, then shouldn't we be trusted
to make the right decision rather than
forced?

If you're reading this, chances are that you're not going blind.
Unfortunately, you may be going deaf.
Hearing loss has increased dramatically in modern times with the
advent of louder and more powerful sound systems that are seemingly
everywhere. Just look around any Fairfield residence hall. But while
most people acknowledge that big systems blasting music will have
negative, lasting effects on hearing, what about headphones?
A recent article in The New York Times demonstrates a link
between the rise of portable music players, such as Apple's iPod,

Mari Heenan/Mirror Photo Illustration

and symptoms of hearing loss in teens and adults. The in-ear style
headphones packaged with the iPod and many other portable music
players are the most damaging to one's hearing.
Though the speakers in headphones are small, they are merely
inches away from the delicate eardrum and inner ear. In addition,
most people tend to listen to music for longer periods of time and
at higher volumes when using headphones (as opposed to speakers)
since it is doubtful that anyone will complain.
The New York Times article also points out that the "earbud"
headphones are the worst at blocking outside noise, causing the listener to feel the need to boost the volume to dangerous levels.
"I really like my iPod Mini, and I usually listen to it between
classes and in the gym," said Christina Duggan '08. "The only thing
that is kind of annoying about it is that I need to listen to it at the
highest volume due to all of the noise around me."
In the article, the director of the National Institute of Deafness
and Other Communication Disorders comments on just how loud
"maximum volume" on portable music players is. He says that levels
can reach as high as "115 to 130 decibels, which is comparable to
the sound of a jet engine."
Another factor suspected to increase the risk of hearing loss is
listening at excessive volumes while exercising, which seems common for Fairfield students.
"I listen to my iPod at the highest volume in the gym to help
boost my workout," says Joseph Skoff '08.
Apple has taken criticism in the news lately because of discussions about hearing loss, but is it really the company's fault? There
are plenty of other sound sources that contribute to hearing problems,
and ultimately it is the listener's choice as to how loud he or she will
listen, and whether or not he or she will purchase a safer type of
aftermarket headphones. Apple includes a clearly worded warning
in every iPod's instruction manual, and at some point it becomes the
user's responsibility to employ safe listening habits.
A word to the wise: be safe; try listening to music at lower
levels when there is little background'noise or purchase noise canceling headphones so you don't need to turn the volume up. Also,
be conscious of the volume while exercising.

The "truth" revealed:

Website warns against potential
players, but is it ethical?

BY ALEXANDRA STEWART

The next time you're worried that
your boyfriend is cheating on you, don't
bother checking his outgoing phone calls
or hacking into his e-mail account. There
is an easier way.
The website www.dontdatehimgirl.
com allows ex-girlfriends to post profiles
about their cheating or abusive boyfriends
to warn other women.
The site, currently averaging 200,000
hits per day and featuring over 900 cheating
men, is a free service that allows women to
share their experiences with cheating men
by posting pictures of the cheaters and other
information that could be useful to future
girlfriends.
Tasha Cavelle Joseph, the creator of
arguably the newest controversial weapon
in the war on cheating men, was inspired
to create the website after watching her
girlfriends go through the pain of infidelity,
according to the website. Joseph is a former
columnist for the Miami Herald where she
had a column called "Class Action" for over
seven years.
For many, the site raises ethical concerns. Even if a guy did cheat on you, does
it make it okay for you to publicly ruin their
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Cheaters beware: Ex-girlfriends can
use this site to get their revenge and
warn other women about your wandering eye.
future love lives?
One male Fairfield student said that it
is ethical, but only if you use it in the way
that it is intended to be used.
"If girls are pissed at a guy and he
didn't do anything wrong and use the
website to get back at them that's where
I have a problem with the website," said
Matt Castillo '07.

Castillo said that if he had hypothetically cheated on his girlfriend then he
would have no problem with being posted
on there.
"If I did something wrong and I was on
the site, it would suck for me and I deserve
the treatment for what I did," he said.
Gregg Cerasuolo '07 disagreed.
"I think it's an awful website because
it's just another way for someone to get back
at their ex-boyfriend," he said.
"It's just another way to get revenge.
It could tarnish someone's reputation even
though the person never did anything
wrong," he added.
When asked if they would ever post a
cheating ex-boyfriend on the website, most
female students at Fairfield adamantly said
they would not.
"I would never post anything because
chances are you will never meet any of the
guys on it," said Kristen Heying '07. "It's
a waste of time."
Johanna Duksa '07 agreed with Heying.
"I wouldn't post anything," she said.
"I mean, it's funny to look at but it's
almost like going on 'Jerry Springer' or
something."

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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The perfect man: my own top 10 must-haves
BY DANIELLE MCLEAN

I enjoyed Dan Shannon's article so
much last week, it has inspired me to write
a response. Not all of these pertain to every
girl, but they are just a few topics that came
to mind. So, for you curious guys out there
who wouldn't be caught dead reading Cosmopolitan, this is for you.
10. Don't take longer than me to get
ready. Let's be honest -1 obviously don't
want you to show up looking like the guys
who play pots and pans instead of drums in
the New York subway stations. But I have
more clothes than you, more shoes than
you, not to mention coordinating jewelry,
makeup, hairdo, and a much more detailed
shower rundown. Therefore, you should
take no longer than 20 minutes to get
ready.
9. Confident vs. Cocky. Okay, I
realize almost every guy has some kind of
insecurity, but every guy also has something
great about him. And somewhere along the
way, it became unorthodox for people to be
proud of themselves. A guy who recognizes
any good quality in himself is automatically
deemed self-absorbed. I find this really
unfortunate because to me, confidence is
a key attribute. A guy who is constantly
worrying or considers himself unworthy
just gets really annoying.
8. Why do you say "girls don't

poop"? I apologize if I have caused any equals, but we still want to know chivalry is
readers nausea, but this is a ludicrous claim not dead. If you know you're wrong, apolothat I have come across many times and re- gize. If you know you're right, apologize.
ally feel the need to clear up. We have all
5. Keep the cursing to a minimum.
(thanks to the core) taken a biology class Everyone, in the heat of frustration, pain or
at some point and therefore can say with anger uses profanity, and understandably
certainty that males and females have many so. But during a conversation, if you cannot
find enough words in your
anatomical differences.
The digestive tract is
vocabulary to articulate
not one of them. It goes
your point, hit the road to
in one end, and out the
the nearest library. Enough
other - regardless of
said.
gender.
4.
We want you to
7. The truth
be cool with our friends,
about "sick bodies."
too. We aren't always
A guy who goes to the
talking about "Grey's
gym is a good thing. It
Anatomy" or what departshows self-discipline,
ment has a sale at Bloomsome degree of concern
ingdale's. So don't look so
for appearance, and,
ready to run the other way
Contributed photo
hopefully, a desire to
if I want you to come out
Good things come in small
be healthy. However, if
with my friends and me. It
packages?: Although Tiffany's is
your stomach looks like always appreciated, it really is the is actually possible for us
three speed bumps, your thought that counts.
to all sit, have a few drinks
neck is slowly disappeartogether and hold a decent
ing into your shoulders,
conversation. Giving it a
and your nickname is "Juice," then I'm not chance gives you major bonus points.
as impressed as you might think.
3. Keep the jealousy to yourself
6. Patience is a virtue. It is a known unless it's serious. For every girl to only
fact (right up there with the Earth orbit- have female friends is about as likely as the
ing the sun) that women are fickle. We're Fairfield beach residents encouraging every
moody and we always change our minds. senior event to go on full-force this spring.
We want to be respected and recognized as Your so-called theory of "guys and girls

can never really be friends" has only been
proven remotely true because certain guys
are 100 percent hormone-driven. There
is a reason a girl is dating you and is "just
friends" with her guy friends. So unless
she is taking a CPR class with her bud and
practicing resuscitation drills, then keep
quiet.
2. Not all gifts have to be expensive
and come in small velvet boxes. All your
current or once-were-boyfriends out there
are now rolling their eyes because they have
heard this one before, but I' m serious! Sure,
I love jewelry just as much as anyone else.
But if we go to a concert where my favorite
band is playing or eat dinner at my favorite
restaurant, I'm just as psyched. Getting
something you know your girl would like
shows that you pay attention. Knowing
you're interested is valued a great deal
more.
1. Sense of humor, above all else.
I kind of took this one from Dan, but it is
absolutely my number one. First of all,
everyone loves to laugh, and every girl I
know loves funny guys. But personally, I'm
a complete goofball. I make a fool out of
myself on a daily basis, and if I can laugh
at myself, I want a guy to laugh along with
me. And if you can laugh at yourself when
you do something stupid, even better. As
the great Jimmy Buffett once said: "If we
couldn't laugh, we would just go insane."

nd

2 Annual "Empties for Africa"
run by the Student Athletic Advisory Council
• Will be collecting ANY redeemable cans or bottles

Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm-11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:00pm-12:46am
Sunday
7:00pm-11:45pm

• There will be boxes in all dorms and academic buildings
• Athletes will come to dorms on 4/1 & 4/8 to collect cans &
bottles
• Funds will benefit the orphanage that Jill Macari '05

Sodexho

Campus Services

volunteers for in South Africa

|QUINNIPIAC U:
PREPARE TO FACE NINTH GRADERS
Michael Galatioto (MAT '05) was ready for anything the classroom could throw at him. There is no doubt in my mind that
Quinnipiac has the strongest, most supportive and most organized program in Connecticut. Not only was I prepared for
my classroom experience, but I knew I had a support system when I needed it."

Teachers, The Next Generation
Within the Education community, Quinnipiac grads are soughkjfter and highly valued. Our
Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program is nationally recognized for excellence. Extensive
internship programs, real-world experience and excellent faculty ensure that Quinnipiac grads
have a solid working knowledge of school protocols and actual teaching practices.

^S3

YOUR NEXT MOVE
Quinnipiac University offers a Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) Program with tracks for Elementary, Middle and
Secondary education. The program is fully accredited by the Connecticut State Department of Education which is
reciprocal with 39 other states and is aligned to National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
standards. For more information, call 1-800-462-1944 or visit www.quinnipioc.edu.

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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Fashionably aware at FU
BY TARA TOULOUMIS

When Professor Jocelyn Boryczka was
approached by two students and asked if she
had ever considered modeling, her reaction
was both shock and confusion.
"Do I look like I would ever think about
modeling?" she asked.
Nevertheless, after being assured she
would not be objectified on stage, Boryczka
agreed to make her debut on the catwalk,
and she is just one of many members of
the university community who have been
recruited by the Students for Social Justice
club to participate in a fashion show devoted to raising awareness about consumer
responsibility.
"This is a great chance for the university community to come together for a night
of fun and to learn about issues of social
justice and practical ways to participate
in change," said Melissa Quan, the club's
advisor. "This is what Jesuit education is
all about, right?"
The clothing that will be featured comes
from our bookstore and www.nosweatshop.
com, both of which support fair-labor and
sweat-shop free products.
"All items are made in union shops in
the U.S., Canada and the developing world,"
said Quan. "Most of the clothing will be
casual wear and items that will appeal to
students. No Sweat also has a line of business casual clothing."

MIRROR

Spring comes with a fling

In addition to the fashion show, students
can expect entertainment from two live
bands and a food-tasting segment.
The event comes as a follow up to last
year's event that highlighted the irresponsible business practices of Nike, according
to Kevin Donohue '07, club president.
"I realized that we didn't give people a
positive alternative to use instead of Nike,"
said Donohue. "We want to give socially
responsible businesses a chance to publicize
themselves and explain their procedures."
The club also hopes the event will
reveal another side of students, one that is
different from the stereotypical view of a
Fairfield student.
"This is intended to give the larger
Fairfield community an impression of
Fairfield University students [that] is different from the one that is normally shown,"
said Donohue.
"I just think that it is important to raise
activeness within this community, which
is also I think unfairly labeled apathetic to
worldly issues," said Katie Barry '08, club
member. "If this fair is a success, which I
think it will be, we'll be one step closer to
proving that idea wrong."
The Social Justice club's fashion show
is free and open to the public. It will be held
on Monday, April 3 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Oak Room. For more information or to get
involved with Students for Social Justice,
contact Kevin Donohue at 07_kdonohue@
stagweb.fairfield.edu.

Students celebrate the end of winter at the Spring Fling
dance last Friday, Mar. 24 in the Oak Room.
Photos by Elyse Raby.
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Run to your computer.
If next Thursday can't come
I
soon enough, head to our
website, www.fairfieldmirror.com.

Call NOW!
254-4123
Pizza
Cheese
Anchovies
Bacon
Broccoli
Canadian Bacon
Chicken
Fresh Garlic
Meatball
Mushroom

Olives
Onion
Pepperoni
Peppers

Salami
Sausage
Spinach

White Pizza

All of The Mirror's stories available
112 hours early, plus online extras
{posted Mondays and Thursdays.
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It's worth looking into.

Special
Specialties
Calzone
Turnover
Chicken Turnover
Salads
Antioasto
Chef
Greek
Toss
Sofia Salad
Sides/Others
French Fries
Mozzarella Sticks
Buffalo Wings (12)
Garlic Bread
Chicken Fingers (w/fries)

Small
$5.75
$6.50
SS.50
$6.50
$6.50
$7.75
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
S6.50
S6.50
S6.50
S6.50
S6.50
S6.50
S6.50
S6.50
$9.00

Large
S8.00
S9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.75
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00

$4.00
$6.00

HOT GRINDERS
Cheese Omeiet
Chicken Cutiet
Chicken Parmesan
Chicken Souvlaki
Eggplant & Cheese
Gyro
Meatball
Pepper & Eggs
Pepperoni & Cheese
Philly Cheese Steak
Sausage & Meatball
Sausage
Western
COLD GRINDERS '
Combo
Godfather
Ham & Cheese
Italian Combo
Roast Beef
Salami & Cheese
Turkey
DINNERS

$6.00

Manicotti

S7.00

$6.00
$6.00

$5.00
$5.00
$6.00
$5.00 w/Peppers $6.00
$4.00

S5.00
$6.00
$500 w/Peppers $6.00
$5.00

$6.00

se.oo

S5.00
S6.00
S6.00
$5.00
$6.00

Spaghetti W/Chicken
$8.00
Spaghetti W/Sausage or Meatballs $7.00
Spaghetti
$5.00
Stuffed Shells
$7.00
Ziti
$5.00
SODA WATER

$1.00

e i^very i
Sat-Thur
pm-YZAm

$9.00

$9.00

$9.00
$13.00
Plain Cheese Something in it
S6.00
$7.00
$6.00
$7.00

$7.75
Small
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$3,50
$6.00
$2,00
$6.00
$7.00
$2.00
S7.00

Large

$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$4.50
$7.00

2 am^
or at
1560 Post Rd
Fairfield, CT 06824-5935
255-2292
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DiMenna-Nyselius Library
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You'll love coming here

Student
caught in act
of self-love?
Tuesday afternoon at 2 p.m. a female
student approached a reference librarian
in the DiMenna-Nyselius Library and
informed her that a male student was
inappropriately looking at pornography
and touching himself.
The librarian called Public Safety.
Officers responded and found a male student with a hand down his sweatpants in
the 24-hour computer lab adjacent to the
cafe" by the library entrance. The student
was documented and referred to judicial
for sanctioning.

Megan Pizzo

CAMPUS CRIME BEAT ONLINE
www.fairfieldmirror.com
by Dan Oftinoski

Brian Larkin

SHE said / HE said
The joy of (the opposite) sex

Editor's Note: In honor of April Fool's Day, HE said and SHE said switched roles to bring you a perspective from the other gender.
The only positive outcome of the
lofty pedestal Fairfield chicks put
themselves on is the fact that it is
so damn high we can see right up their
Abercrombie skirts. But come
on, we know that 1500 hotbodied fake and bakers is
the best part about Fairfield.
So how do you approach
someone who'd rather
lose their virginity to a
stranger down at the
beach than their Louis
Vuitton bag?
We drink. Four
nights out of the week
are dedicated to guzzling beers to make it
socially acceptable to
act out every sober
thought.
Finally, after a dozen or so Natty Lights,
we conjure up the confidence to approach
skinny girl #1 and say things like "do you
want to go for a ride in my Jaguar?" or
"did you know Burberry makes men's
boxers?" If we said things like "you're
hot, let's bang!," she would simply call
us a pig, and roll her eyes. What is it with
these chicks?
Men, if you want to break the ice with
one of our lovely female specimens, ask her

anything about the appearance of a man
arid you'll have her undivided attention.
For example, go up to a woman and
say: "Excuse me, my buddy and I were
disputing over manicures. Do you think
clear polish or no polish looks better on a
man?" She will think it's so C-U-T-E that
you get manicures and before you know it,
you'll be comparing waxing jobs.
If this idea seems a bit too metrosexual, approach her with the
"nice guy" routine. She doesn't
have to know that you were
arrested Saturday night
for stealing thirty mailboxes on Fairfield Beach
Road—have I mentioned my
cable bill is still missing ?—try this
alternative tactic and maybe a girl
will give you a chance.
Lastly, remember that the
chicks on this campus make all
news public news. They're like
a cult, worse than the mini-skirt mafia,
because no matter how much they compete
with each other, they ALWAYS concur
when it comes to disassembling the pride
of a man.
So, make sure Sally Sucks-a-Lot
doesn't room with Debbie Doggystyle
because then your chances of hooking up
with either of them again is slim to none.
Wait, did you say roommates?!

The men at this school, or should
I say boys, are too weak to be up
front and direct when trying to tell
us that they are interested. Therefore,
we must take the high road and make
the first move.
Ladies, if you are trying to let your
beau to know exactly how you feel
about him, you need to dress as
slutty as possible. Trust me on
this. Since the weather is
getting nicer, you should
walk around in your bra
and lace panties.
After all, isn't this
why we starve ourselves and spend countless hours at the gym
everyday? Wearing as
little clothing as possible
will definitely get him
to notice you. Also, act
like a guy whenever possible, example
to follow.
If he is uncontrollably drunk at the
bar, you should join the celebration.
Since, deep down, we all secretly love
when a guy is too wasted to physically
speak, we should drink at his level to let
him to know that we care. After all, nothing says, "I'm really into you!" like being
kicked out of the Grape together.
Another way to show your crush

that you dig his style is to get touchyfeely with him when you're both out
at a social gathering. If you're trying
to land that hottie baseball player (two
words: super hunk!), smother
him with PDA while he's
trying to casually talk to
someone.
I cannot stress this
point enough: guys love
being accosted. Seriously.
Get all over him and he'll
be at your door quicker
than his signature pitch.
Just make sure you're prepared to catch his fastballs!
If these methods don't
work, simply go up to that Brad
Pitt look-a-like in your Biology class and scream, "I wanna
bang!" Be straightforward with
your desires and your crush will
know that you are interested in him.
Ladies, if your man is still too stupid
to notice you wearing nothing but your
underwear, slobbering all over him while
screaming, "I wanna bang," then you're
just going to have to resort to full-on
lesbianism.
We've all thought about make-out
sessions with our roommates, and I think
it might be time for us to act on our urges.
Wouldn't you agree?

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by

Mike Foristel
Girls tanning in the
quad.

What is the best part

--Aaron Rude '08

about spring at Fairfield?

Spring break!

99 —

Long walks on the
beach!

Getting a bad sunburn.

—Kyle Dabrosca
'06
,;

-TinvDee '08

—Jess Luongo '09 and
TarafMeagher '09

„

__

No more snow!

Intramural softball.

—Pam Aritoftacchio '07

—Damien DiGiovanni
'06

Tm Vt—

;
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campus?

APRIL CALENDAR
SUN

MON

2

Don't forget
to Spring
ahead!
Daylight
Savings:
Set your clocks
one hour ahead

Palm Sunday
Gospel Mass
8 p.m.
Egan
Chapel

5

Yep, it's that
time of year
again...

HUNGER AND

HOMELESSNESS

Career
Development
5 p.m.
BCC

Take Back the
Night
6:30 p.m.
BCC

Advising and
Registration
begins...

17

EASTER
SUNDAY

NO CUSSES

EASTER BREAK

23

4

The Price is
Right!
6:30 p.m.
BCC

16

11
Rock 'n' Jock

18

12
Tickets on sale
for Spamalot

19

THURS

6

; worth getting out of bed for...

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

7

1

WEEK
Dashboard
Confessional
concert
Alumni Hall
8 p.m.

13

o<^/<^

College Democrats
Stand-up Comedy.
6 p.m. @ the BCC

14

15
NO CLASSES

NO CLASSES

EASTER BREAK

EASTER BREAK

WVOF Live @
the Levee:
Trivia Night
8 p.m. -10 p.m.

20

22

21

FUSA
Broadway
Series:
Spamalot
4:30 p.m.

BACK TO
SCHOOL...

You decide what's

Glee Club Concert
UNITY
BALL

Campus Drink Out,
BCC LL

EASTER BREAK

/ 24

25
A&S
Awards
Dinner

/ 30

WED

3

10

9

TUES

What's happening on

26
FUSA
Inaugurations

27
Open Mic Night
Gonzaga
9 p.m.

28
DOGWOODS
THE OMNI HOTEL
8 p.m. to Midnight
(buses leave at 7:30 p.m.)

29
MAY DAY
SPAM JAM

SPORTS
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Players: Brzezinski a selfless leader
CONTINUED FROM P.
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which, I think, shows that our team has a lot
of character."
That character has helped the team to
achieve their 17-7 record. The team was
also selected as the best in the league in a
pre-season poll, and so far, expectations have
been met although they have yet to play a
conference match-up.
Pitcher Tracy Sylvestre '07 notes that
unlike their coach, the team takes a little
while to get into their best.
"I think it's awesome that Coach Brzezinski reached such a milestone and that she
was able to achieve it so quickly," Sylvestre
said. And as for the team, "we have not yet
peaked so hopefully we will be at our finest when we begin conference play in the
middle of April."
The team may already be in better shape
than they think.
"The pitching's getting better and bet-

ter," Brzezinski said. "Defense is playing
good ball and our hitting is strong. You have
to get all three things going at once: defense,
hitting and pitching. You have that going and
you're doing all right."
In describing her team, Brzezinski repeats the old softball saying that games can
be won or lost simply based on pitching,
defense, and timely hitting.
And judging by recent results, and by
the raw talent that the Stags have on their
roster, that formula could lead the team to
the MAAC title they just missed out on a
year ago.
But Brzezinski, in her formula for
winning, omits one key factor that almost
certainly should be included: coaching.
"She works really hard for every win
she can get, and not even for her own pride,
she just wants to see her players succeed
and do their best; and you can really see the
selflessness in her coaching style," Frank
said.

MARCH
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NCAAs give Stags glance at the big time
CONTINUED FROM P.

20

going to be UConn. That, it's safe to say,
would be like Tampa Bay Devil Rays trying
to be the Yankees.
But if a basketball program is going to
have a chance to survive in the shadow of what
has unquestionably been the most successful
program in the country for the last decade, it's
going to need something to make it stand out
from other competitors.
"I'm not saying we're going to be
UConn, but you've got to be winning within
what you do for people to think you're serious
about being good, so looking at [the crowds
that showed up for the NCAA], that's the kind
of atmosphere we want to get."
The one thing that Fairfield has that distinguishes it from the Quinnipiacs and Sacred
Hearts of the world is the Arena - a facility
gleaming with what has to this date been unutilized potential.
The success on the court, though, simply

has not been there. The- men's and women's
teams both had lackluster seasons in 2005-06,
prompting the athletic department to fire men's
coach Tim O'Toole and take a closer look at
a women's team that has had five straight
losing seasons.
On the other hand, one way to attract
talent is to play a tough schedule, and the
schedule that the men's team has played has
increased dramatically in quality since the
move to the arena.
Next year, the Stags host Georgetown, a
team that made it to the Sweet 16 this year.
But to this date, the most exciting basketball played on the Stags' home court was
played by the teams who played there this
week - teams Doris said the Stags' men and
women need to emulate.
"When you see 'NCAA', 'Bridgeport regional', 'Fairfield University' and then you see
the names associated with it: Duke, Michigan
State, UConn, Duke... for that to really be
meaningful, that's athletically, who you want
to be...that has to be the direction. "

Want morelJPORTS?
Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com for updated news on the Stags.
THIS WEEK ONLINE:
STAGS BASEBALL OFF TO 2-1 LEAGUE START, By All Bart
TENNIS TEAMS TAKE TO WESTERN NEW YORK, By Jen Masi
COLUMNS By Dan Akeson and Chris Doherty

Enjoy Your Winter in Our Oasis,
WINES & SPIRITS
'tjo uxJU/ beat' a*-v<f actv$x&5&£'fotoee' t*u tcux^i
WWW.FAIRFIELDW1NESANDSPIRITS.COM
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turquoise"
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MEDICAL

DAY

SPA

OWNED AND OPERATED BY BOARD CERTIFIED PHYSICIANS

CT 06824

OUR PREMIUM SERVICES
spray on tanning

KEYSTONE
LIGHT

| NATURAL LIGHT/ |

30 lvK CAN
$11.99+*

30 PK CAN
$11.99--

NATURAL ICE

I

BUSCH/
BUSCH LIGHT
12 PK BOTTLES
$5.99 +4

KEGS
NATURAL LIGHT
$50++
MILWAUKEE'S BEST
$4S «*

CALL 203.259.7795 AND
RESERVE KEGS FOR YOUR
DUBRA 1.75 L
BUKOFF 1.75 L
VlKINGFORD 1.75 L

$10.99
$11.99
$19.99
SMIRNOFF FLAVORED VODKA - ALL TYPES . $20.99

CAPTAIN MORGAN'S RUM 1.75 L
JACK DANIEL'S 1.75 L
SOUTHERN COMFORT 750 ML

$24.99
$35.99
$16.99

(AGERMEISTER 750 ML

$16.99

ANTERA PLNOT GRIGIO 1.5 L

$9.99

ARANCIO NERO D'AVOLA l.S L
FRANZLA. 5.0 L BOX - ALL VARIETIES
BERINCER WHITE ZlNFANDEL 1.5 L

$9.99
S9.99-S13.99
$9.99

;mi responsible for typographical errors

NEXT- PARTY.

WHATEVER YOU NEED,
IF WE DON'T HAVE IT WE
CAN GET IT!

LOCATED LESS THAN
ONE MILE FROM
CAMPUS, NEXT TO
DUNK1N DONUTS
ON THE POST ROAD.
<*°S

m

waxing
laser hair removal
spa facials
massage therapy
microdermabrasion
Acupuncture
men's & ladies gift certificates available
Periconne, B. Kamins, DERMAdoctor skin product lines

10% off services with Student I.D.
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With season over, search will start heating up
ON BASKETBALL
BEN DOODY
For athletic director Gene Doris, the more good teams
drop out of the NCAA tournament, the better.
With every elimination game in the Big Dance, at least
one more candidate becomes available,
and that's what happened last Sunday
when 11th seeded George Mason stunned
heavily favored UConn, ending the
Huskies' season and giving associate
head coach Tom Moore a whole lot more
time to think about what he wants to do
next year.
Doris said that Moore, former
DORIS
Xavier, Providence and Virginia coach
Pete Gillen, and former Manhattan, St.
John's and New Mexico coach Fran Fraschilla are all on
a short list of candidates he feels would be an excellent fit
for the university.
The question now is how much interest each candidate
has in the university, and now that the season has come to a
close for all but four teams, the coaching carousel is going
to start spinning quicker and quicker.
Coaches like Moore, who were involved with their
current teams this season, will now be able to shift their
attention to the various vacancies that have sprouted up
over the east coast and throughout the country.
But as Doris put it in the days after Tim O'Toole's
tenure officially ended, the coaching carousel is all a big
game of dominoes: what happens at one school immediately
impacts what could happen at another.
So Fraschilla, an analyst at ESPN, and Gillen, an analyst for College Sports Television, will also have to take a

intrigue

more serious look at their options in the next two weeks.
" I feel bad, but from my prospective [having the
season end] it opens it up a little bit more to move people
along and to find out whether their serious," Doris said. "I
don't think anyone is using us. Sometimes that's a factor
that you have to worry about."
Doris said the search is moving into the second phase,
during which a committee composed of alumni, faculty,
and others with ties to the university, will meet for the
first time "very soon", and evaluate a list of candidates
generated by Doris and ChampSearch, the nationally acclaimed head-hunting firm the university hired to assist
with the search.
The committee will the conduct interviews with the
candidates and report back to Doris, who will conduct
another round of interviews for candidates he and the committee agree would be a good fit for the university.
All this, Doris said, should happen within two weeks.
He has said from the beginning that the university would
like to have a new coach in place by the week after the final
four, and that remains a possibility, he said.
So who, right now, is the best bet to get the job?
It's tough to say at this point, but we know this: Moore,
Gillen, Fraschilla, and at least two other unnamed candidates (Doris acknowledges having talks with the former
three because they revealed to the media that the talks
had taken place, but will not otherwise name candidates
publicly) are on the list right now, and somewhere between
two and five will be on the list of finalists.
It could be that the five Doris has in mind right now
are all finalists, and potentially, there's even the possibility that none of them will be, if they all decide to pursue
other options.
The candidate with the most momentum in the rumor

mill, for what its worth, is Fraschilla. He told WFAN's Mike
Francessa and Chris Russo last week that the school has
aggressively pursued him, and Russo ended the interview
by saying, "we'll see you at Fairfield."
Fraschilla, like Gillen, would bring instant credibility
to the program because of his name recognition and proven
track record. He may even have an edge over Gillen, a 1968
Fairfield graduate and a long-time friend of Doris, because
he has coached in the MAAC and had great success there,
and because of his ability to recruit in New York City.
"I can sum it up in one quick comment," Doris said.
"We're either looking for a fresh face or a proven winner
and he certainly fits the category of a proven winner."
Moore, on the other hand, may not be a proven winner
as a head coach, but can certainly be considered a winner
because of the school he's been at for the past decade, and
he undoubtedly fits into the "fresh new face" category that
Doris described.
He, like Fraschilla and Gillen, is certain to get offers
from other schools, and it may be true because of his upand-coming status that he will garner the most interest from
other schools of the three.
The interest in Moore comes from as close to home
as the University of Hartford, but his options don't end
there. He has been recruited heavily by the administration
at Delaware, and there's always the possibility that he'll
be a candidate for a Big East job, if not this year at Seton
Hall, at some point in the very near future.
Doris said that he's happy with how things have gone
so far. Given the prominence of the names on the list, there's
no reason in the world he shouldn't be.
But the names on the list mean nothing if the guy who
ultimately gets the job isn't one of those on the short list
of candidates the university wants.

a hair salon

Welcomes Kristen Albarelli
to our saion
bringing excellent color knowledge
• Extending to you a complimentary
cut and blowdry when you book
custom color or highlights

SMALL APARTMENT FOR RENT
AVAILABLE FOR 2006-2007 SCHOOL YEAR:
IMMACULATE FURNISHED STUDIO
APARTMENT FOR ONE PERSON LOCATED
ON COLLEGE PLACE WITH BEACH ACCESS,
MODERN KITCHEN & BATHROOM. $7,000
FOR SCHOOL YEAR PLUS UTILITIES,
SECURITY & GARBAGE. PLEASE CALL
SARAH OR GREG MCALEER AT 203.256.9436
FOR INFORMATION

..AT THE DOLAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY FOR LUNCH
AND
ALL MEN'S HOME LACROSSE GAMES!
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Graduate Nurses:

Picture yourself here.
Picture yourself in a hospital with sophisticated care, where new nurses flourish. That place is
New Britain General Hospital. New Britain General offers everything graduate nurses need,
including certified preceptors to guide you through a lengthy orientation, weekly peer
support groups, individualized mentoring sessions, and social activities where you have fun
while you learn. We even have a Graduate Nurse Support Coordinator who acts as your
personal coach, addressing your concerns and facilitating your career development.
Get the picture? The only thing we're missing is you. Caii us today at 860-224-5576.
We are an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

New Britain
General Hospital
The best place for the best nurses

«
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Despite loss, Stags lacrosse is
the hottest ticket in town
BY BEN DOODY

Mark Servidio/The Mirror

Not on my turf: Sophomore attackman Brendan Finnerty (17) and the Stags fought hard
to defend their home field, but they came up empty on March 25, losing to Penn State
11-6.

Move over Dianne Nolan; Fairfield has
a new member of the 500-win club
BY MARI HEENAN

Four sheets of paper are proudly taped
on the door of Julie Brzezinski's office
exclaiming her newest achievement, with a
character on each sheet: 5-0-0-!
On March 27 the head coach of Fairfield's softball team earned her 500th career
win when the Stags defeated Long Island
University 7-5 in the second game of a
double-header played in Stony Brook, N.Y,
joining women's basketball coach Dianne
Nolan as the second Fairfield coach to join
the exclusive club in less than two months.
Fairfield relied heavily on catcher/infielder Erin Frank '08 who tallied four RBIs
and three hits, one of which was a three-run
homer. Frank was rewarded with MAAC
Offensive Player of the Week award.
Brzezfiski has also received MAAC
honors; she was named coach of the year
in both 2004. and 2002. Currently-in-her.

ninth season at Fairfield, she has posted a
255-225-3 record and led the team to the
MAAC regular-season title in three of the
past four seasons.
"This weekend has been really big, the
500th personally, and the team as a whole
has been better and better," Brzeznski said,
"but nothing will measure up to winning the
MAAC tourney. We get there but we haven't
won it, but maybe this group, this year will
get it. They're a great group and hopefully
they can doit."
Frank agreed with her coach's assessment: "I've been really impressed with our
team so far," Frank said, "we're not playing
to our full potential 100 percent of the time,
but we aren't just accepting that fact and
throwing games away. We've been sticking
it out and pulling through in the late innings
SEE "PLAYERS" ON P.
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On March 25, as the sun set and the fans
- more than 1,000 of them - poured into
campus on their way to the Stags' ECAC
home opener against Penn State, FUSA
president-elect Hutchinson William's 08
was tailgating.
He stood there, wearing his trademark
.red wig and red and black face paint, flipping burgers, as AC/DC music blared from
the trunk of his car.
But in a sign that lacrosse is creeping
up towards basketball on the list of marquee
sports at Fairfield, Williams wasn't the only
one with a grill and some chilled beverages
(don't worry FUSA, he served ice tea).
The game, which the Stags lost 11-6,
lived up to the pre-game hype, at least early
on. With the stands on the side of the field
nearest the teams' benches packed almost to
capacity, fans scattered all over the perimeter of the field and the Super Duper Weenie
truck dishing out dogs and burgers in one
corner of the field, the Stags jumped out to
a 3-0 lead and looked poised to upset the
Nittany Lions for the second straight year.
But, playing without leading scorer
Greg Downing '07, who missed the game
because of an enlarged spleen, the Stags
faded quickly.
Attackman John Eremus led Penn State
on a 6-1 run in the second half, in which the
Stags won just 2-of-9 face-offs, and when
time expired, the fans- Williams and a
couple hundred students included - headed
for the exits with disappointing looks on
their faces.
But after the game, one thing was
constant in the players' comments, and it

seemed to be of even greater importance
than the Stags' lack of fire power in the
second half: they noticed the turnout and
the enthusiasm of those who came, and they
don't want to let their fans down again.
"They always come out and support us
100 percent, and there's nothing more we
could ask for," senior co-captain captain
Josh Thornton said.
"We're looking forward to being the
premier sport here and I'm sorry we disappointed everyone, but they keep coming,
week after week, they keep supporting us,
and we really appreciate that," co-captain
Trevor Kelly '06 added.
Five years ago, Kelly's comments
would have been laughed at. Lacrosse was
a low-budget sport that some people on
campus likely didn't even know about. And
even today, with the sport growing faster
than any other in the country, the thought of
lacrosse even being mentioned in the same
sentence as basketball would be a joke on
most campuses, many of which don't even
have a team.
But now, with home games and select
away games being broadcast on WVOF
and national media outlets such as Inside
Lacrosse magazine paying attention to the
team, it's worth pointing out that a significant number of people were genuinely
disappointed when the Stags couldn't hold
on to the lead, and that the opposing team
took notice of the atmosphere.
"Its nice to have a big crowd," Penn
State Head Coach Glenn Theil said. "Yeah,
they're yelling at us, but its still nice to be
able to play in front of a big crowd, a noisy
crowd, an emotional crowd. Once we got in
control of things, we were enjoying it."

Regionals give Fairfield a model to
replicate in years ahead
BY BEN DOODY

On March 26, the Arena at Harbor Yard
was buzzing. Fairfield athletic director Gene
Doris stood there, watching UConn take
on Georgia in the NCAA women's regional
semifinals, and one thing was going through
his head: some day, we want this place to be
packed with people wearing red and white
instead of blue and white.
For Fairfield, the host school for the
regional semifinals and finals, in which Duke
stunned the capacity crowd by beating UConn
63-61 in overtime Tuesday night to advance
to the Final Four, the three games played on
the Stags' home court Sunday and Tuesday
night were a small but meaningful step toward making Fairfield a household name in
men's and women's basketball; something
that won't be easy after a season in which the
men's and women's teams combined to win
only 20 games.

"From my view of things, that is where I
want our program to be," Doris said. "And I
still fully believe in the fact that keeping the
arena configuration in the way that we did this
year because you've got to take the necessary
steps to get there," he said.
Fairfield, Doris acknowledged, is never
SEE
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Contributed photo

Home away from home: UConn players
stretch during practice at Harbor Yard.

